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Because of the spammers we have had to turn on comment moderation. Sorry about the delay
this will cause. Enjoyed this episode which I began listening to and then switched over to the
video version. I used dwm as my main desktop many years ago, perhaps 8 or so, and it brought
my rather underpowered laptop alive. In the end I abandoned dwm because I had to use
netbeans everyday and for reasons I never understood it wouldn't work with dwm. I'm back with
KDE again for now - yes, I like extremes! I used this for a while when it was owned by a
company called Sleepycat. Later it was bought by Oracle. I failed to remember all of this in the
show itself of course Hearing Your linux journey was like hearing someone read mine aloud.
Though, my journey started a few years before yours. Like you, most of the communities I have
encountered have been very friendly and helpful, I've not delved into the ARCH world, but have
encountered that type attitude elsewhere. Eletism exists everywhere, how we react to it is up to
us. That aside, welcome to one of the best communities on the web. It is often used as a cache
to avoid expensive database lookups, much like one would use e. I've never looked up what the
official story of the name is. I was wrong, by two days. Knowing how difficult it can be to engage
a small child in front of a microphone without them going all shy, or grabbing hold of it and
making farting noises, this was amazing to listen to! Thanks for the entertainment! I think the
main reason you don't see People of Color POC in the floss community is the same reason you
don't see lots of black folks in lots of other industries. POC have been purposefully kept out of
tech jobs in America! It's the same reason you don't see women in many of these places as well.
I would postulate that 'many' of the people who contribute to Floss also work in tech in some
way or another. Notice the word 'many' I work as a software engineer and I'm also interested in
Floss. I enjoy hearing stories about African American experiences like this. There was It sounds
as though you've done quite well for yourself and you have a strong community around that
cares about you getting ahead in life. That's awesome and we all need something like this in our
lives. Thanks for sharing your back story about you and your family. I do appreciate someone
talking about something else other their newest laptop, or the latest distro of their favorite
operating system. This is a podcast and like most podcasts there's lots of rambling and lots of
pundits. I think you are making some broad generalizations about People Of Color POC in
America -- even though you are a member of that community. I know you stated - this is from
your experience. For instance, you state you feel the reason that POC are not vocal in the Floss
community is because they're somehow afraid. I don't believe this at all. Being ignorant or
unaware of something does NOT make you afraid! I'm sure your family was apprehensive of
being part of that Great Migration; but they did it! So did millions of other African Americans.
They use computers, cell phones tablets Additionally, they spend lots of money on tech related
items. Tech companies want POC communities all communities for that matter to consume their
products. They have no interest in these communities participating in its implementation. I'm
very happy to have this episode as a "Plan B"; it's a very clever way to roll your own network
services without having to worry about manual configs and fragile setups. Thanks for the great
episode! I thought this show was very timely, and I would welcome further discussion. Freed
software and open technology create possibilities, but they aren't guaranteed if people don't
take the necessary actions. I agree with norist, swift is quite the story-teller. I could tell you were
a man of taste when i saw the ThinkPad on your prior eps listing. T is a great Linux platform!
Especially sweet if bought refurb. You're asking good questions. Thank you, swift , for the
episode. You have a gift for storytelling, and I hope you continue. This is an important issue. I
don't know how to help except to promote stories like this. I look forward to hearing from swift
again. Yes, Ken, the show name was somewhat intentional. This was only after I saw your future
show on the Internet Archive while I was preparing show notes, and thought it would be a nice
play on words. I have yet to crack a screen on any of my devices knock on wood , but hearing
the story of your IPad made me wince as if I had. As a silver lining, it made a very enjoyable
episode. I wonder why exactly that made a difference indeed Hi Swift. Really enjoyed your show.
However, there are a great number of non-white contributors to FLOSS projects all over the
world - particularly on the Indian sub-continent. It would, I think, be a shame if anybody new to
Linux and FLOSS felt there may be any kind of bias against, or any favour of, any racial group not that I think you were suggesting that there is. Because communication between
contributors on projects often takes place using text-based messaging, for the most part we
probably have no idea what the people we correspond with look like, or are like as people.
Everyone is as good as their contributions, which is just as it should be. You made the point
that if you had not told the listeners of your racial background nobody would likely have known
from your voice or accent. Absolutely right, so it's entirely possible that could be the case with
a number of other HPR contributors. To think in terms of a diversity "problem" hints at there
being conscious efforts to attract or exclude certain groups. Hi Swift, I just wanted to say thank
you for your show it is always good to hear things from the perspective of the a person who

'any' community finds hard to reach. I know this is not a simple issue and there are many
reasons why different community's do not mix, but hearing your experience and thoughts on
the issue was very refreshing. Thank you for a very thoughtful episode. Tony Hughes. Don't
worry. You're not the only black host in HPR! I've got plenty of stories just like yours. I can
relate to your experiences. I'm enormously impressed by Freedom Internet. This is how
businesses should be run! Thanks for this great interview. Greetings and great show! Now we
got kernals that are like a terabyte I just discovered nethogs in linux. I've been using Pandas
and Numpy for years, and didn't know about np. That's definitely going to come in handy. I
suspect b-yeezi has some serious scientific training because he does a good job on this. And it
just doesn't work that way. There was the Blog and then the Podcasts. Soon after VBlogs
Videoblogs came up. So, although they were not speaking with eachother, I liked the concept
and content. Thank you for this episode. It was incredibly interesting. Really useful and
educational episode. It's easy to not think about vulnerabilities, but it's so important to keep
updated on the ones that are out there, and to learn from trends. Thanks for this reminder. Jack
can work with Pulseaudio, I use it by default. The Ubuntu Studio provides all the required
configurations and tools to use Jack with Pulseaudio, along with a low-latency kernel. Fabulous
show, and interesting concept of using Klaatu's show and adding to it. It was so interesting I am
working on my own follow-up to add to the conversation. I would love to hear more about the
online video editing he was talking about. My own experiences with kdenlive have not been that
good, for whatever reason. Hi Jon, It has been a while since any development work has been
done on Blather. The codebase was ported to newer versions of Python, Gtk, Qt, and
Pocketsphinx in It is a depressing situation. This technique seems like a great way to allow my
loved ones to have an emergency "skeleton key" for all of my computers Thanks so much for
the tip! Here are some links I found as I listened to the episode. Tried to get them as I listened
since I forgot to send them to Pat due to the holidays. This page has been around for years.
Some links might be stale or dead. Thank you for this information, it is getting me thinking. I
have an account on a Web hosting service, and it sounds like maybe I could install an instance
there. But I wonder if I should create separate domain for that. I will definitely do a show on
PCR. Also, I agree with you that open standards and decentralization are good things. However,
without the open standards and a cohesive, unified plan, decentralization leads to all the
problems I've described here. Great show! I have tinkered with taskwarrior for years but never
used it in earnest. It's been around for quite a while, and has developed a lot in its lifetime, but I
have never quite found that it could do what I wanted. I have always found its documentation to
be a bit difficult to penetrate, because of the way it's laid out, and I haven't persisted. I mainly
use the task capabilities of Thunderbird to remind me what I should be doing. However, I'd like
to master taskwarrior and look forward to reading your book about it ;-. This was a great
episode, and I really like the tool. I downloaded and tried it out and it works just as advertised. I
don't think I will be using this as my primary ToDo list since it would require me to be sitting at
a terminal to access it, but I'm glad to know about it. I also use the Tasks application on Office
for certain tasks at work, since that's the platform our University uses. I definitely find
taskwarrior appealing, though, and I'm amazed at the robust feature set. Thanks for this
introduction. Great episode! I really enjoyed it but there's a major component missing. I kept
wanting to see these. Looking forward to follow-ups. Good to hear from you. I appreciated the
show. Thanks for your insight. Could you do a show on the mechanics of the PCR test? Also, I
hope this show doesn't lead people to think centralized controlled governments are the solution
to any problem. Open standards, decentralization, liberty and freedom for ALL! Hi Ray, Thanks
for the feedback. I was able to follow along without problem while out and about. If you are
interested in helping out, feel free to record a screen cast of the steps Paul took with this show
as the audio track. We will happily link it here, or if you release it under a Creative Commons
License we can add it to the episode. When talking about GUIs it would have been a lot more
useful to have a video podcast instead. Seeing it in action would then have been possible. Great
eps last time I talked to any of thos folks was years ago. We used to have a local group that met
up at "Frys Electronics" called hackatl or something. I'm waiting to start up local meetup here in
Roswell GA. I am enjoying Paul Quirk's shows, and I'm looking forward to more. Darktable
sounds like an interesting application that I need to check out. Thanks for a wonderful episode.
It amazes me that there are actual people out there having this as their job. It seems like a
dream come true, to me. Here I am unemployed atm, trying to scrape by. This surely puts one's
life into perspective. I hope you do more about work in the electrical trades. Maybe some details
about getting into the industry and what apprenticeships are like. Dave - thank you for looking
that up. Dividing surprises me actually as I was thinking it was more to do with movement but
lines divide a 2D space and great circles divide a sphere so it makes sense. Gday Paul I emailed
you a feedback responce Regards Charliebrownau. Thanks for this episode Klaatu. There were

some good things in there to think about. Bit of a pity you didn't use the 'theatre of the mind'
phrase to emphasise the way DMs and players can enhance their enjoyment by graphic and
detailed description. But I guess it is a bit of a cliche. One term I had never heard until this show
is 'dice tower'. Now I think you might have caused a few more quid to leave my bank and end up
in Jeff Bezos'. Even though I can't see the dice I have been unable to resist buying lots of them
recently. On listening to the 'Critical Role' podcast, I fell in love with the sound of what sounded
like a wooden dice tray. Typing 'roll d20' at a Linux prompt is useful, but lacks soul. Electricity
can kill you and burn down your house. Before doing any electrical work, please be sure to
follow all local codes and safety procedures according to the authority that has jurisdiction in
your area. Wow, sounds like a great idea for a show! What did you find works best for the
compression settings? Did you use standard setting, or find tweaks that would best suit your
setup? Great show. Have you considered doing a series on Darktable? It would dovetail nicely
with the GIMP series. Hey man, I love this show each and everytime. The mood is great and the
content is very much interesting. I love listening to people talking about interesting things in a
relaxed context and this show pulls that perfectly. Keep them comming. Coincidently I had
heard a show on the same topic on national radio here in Belgium. Their angle was how the
Spanish Flue had actually ended the first world war, and that most of the casualties in that
conflict originated from that desease instead of the fighting. Hey Ken, loved the episode. I also
like walking around on grave yards, they combine the best in of three key factors I think: 1
Silence. There are a lot of loud places these days but a graveyard is almost everywhere a place
of serenity. I don't know how things are over there but here a lot of graves are real works of art.
Even the grave yard of a small little town tells dozens of stories. Hi Norrist, I have just recently
started using Ansible. I'm currently playing with my new toy, a Turing Pi board equiped with 7
Raspberry Pi Compute modules, basically it's like a single board cluster so to speak :Anyways, I found Ansible extremely helpfull in setting these up. First I made sure all Pi's had a
fresh install of Ubuntu server with Ssh enabled and an account that authorized my public key.
Then I just created a simple inventory file with the IPs of each node and I was good to go. Thank
you for this show. One notable difference is that you said older children are not all back at
school. This should not have come as a surprise as I understand that the virus spreads
amongst older children much like it does with adults, though the disease is much less severe in
most cases. Good show. Isn't disease a good thing? Doesn't it thin the herd? What should I be
afraid of today? Too many people? Too much C02? It's almost like the separate streams were
spliced on top of each other, rather than interleaved? I would guess Ubuntu is much the same.
But there is more than one way to support a project you like. How about doing some shows on
Fedora, why you like it, how to configure it, and so on. Thanks for the show and the Patreon
link. I would like to give a little to some projects too, but sometimes it is a bit tricky to find a way
to regularly donate. For example, I started using Fedora, and so does my wife, but could not
even find a one time donation button. Thanks for your show. I really enjoy make mkv. Since my
home has limited broadband, I like to buy DVDs and rip them on my computer to watch off line. I
use handbrake to compress the video files. So, you're not the only one who uses make mkv! I
have a repository on github: github. I think I might do a show about. I love writing Ansible and
I'm good at it, although I say it myself. While I am here There are hundreds of these composable
characters and many are intuitive enough that I can guess them if I don't know them cold. They
are quite fun to do, and we'll probably make more when we can. I did manage to buy some new,
refurbished and second-hand players before prices became ridiculous, and have survived on
them for many years. When they have all stopped working I don't know what I'll do! A second
disk is not an absolute requirement if you are already using ZFS on root. Thanks to 0xf10e for
the feedback. Hi norrist, why do you recommend a 2nd disk with a new pool to use for iocage?
Using iocage on the host's root fs pool works just fine. If I had spare disk or even cheap storage
for a VPS I would rather use it to mirror my system including the iocage dataset. Regards,
0xf10e. Worth a try anyway. Installing Rockbox is not difficult. It's years since I have done it but
I remember that it was very straightforward at the time. You don't need to dismantle the player
in any way. I found the original SanDisk software was very poor but Rockbox has provided all
the features I need for many years. I have only recently discovered HPR and I'm enjoying the
variety of topics and hosts - thanks for the great resource! These are awesome, something like
48 g, play several hours and if you treat them well last several years. Mine is now 6 years old.
OGG is not their strenght, but can play most files. For this reason I always subscribe to MP3. I
also like at least basic ID3-tags. The 'Album' is an important tag and only ID3v2 works well on
Sansa's firmware. Unfortunately, the Zip at someday got stuck at "refreshing your media". I read
you could open it and flash Rockbox or try to access via serial, but the housing is very thight,
almost zero gap. I plan to listen to your Rockbox flash podcast : Cheers Reto. Hi Dave, Thank
you for this podcast. A nice knife is like a nice fountain pen. Way too little chances to use it

while it is such a nice product. Thanks to your hint I listened to the podcast about OPINEL and it
reminded me about mine, somewhere in a box, I was disappointed that it was'nt stainless steel. I
dug it out and learned that carbon steel is harder and can get a patina similar to other metall.
Now, I like this rusty knive, because I understand : Cheers Reto. Thanks for the overview of
Nextcloud - I run my own instance, and half of the apps you mentioned were news to me. It's
become an essential part of my network, and I'm still finding more uses for it! Hi Cedric. This is
a fascinating episode. My guess is that they did have such procedures but that they were
insufficiently monitored. You can have the tightest standards and procedures in the world, but if
there is no checking for compliance they are worthless. I had a Vic 20 once and wrote in basic
and assembler on that machine. I thought the tape recorder was too expensive so I made my
own out of a panasonic tape recorder and a bread board I put together. I wrote llog book
programs, Amtor programs and Continental Code trainers on the Vic It was a fun machine and
very fast too. Another great episode! You're always so quiet and mumbly I can't hear you unless
I turn my volume way up. Then Chris comes back on and blows out my eardrums until I turn it
back down. Perhaps you could each record on separate audio channels, and then equalize the
volume in post-production? Thanks for the show, keep up the good work! Thanks for this
episode. I write software in the medical field all the time. It's good to see that the best practices
that I've been taught are actually correct. I would love another episode like this! Regarding the 6
foot distance of separation, I should have been clearer that this is a recommendation for when
you are out-of-doors. There is no such things as a safe distance if you are indoors with
someone who has the disease. If you are there for long you will get the disease. I wasn't looking
for sympathy, I was hoping you would see that falling into using pejorative statements is exactly
the cause of so many problems between people. Using the word stupid stops the conversation,
that was my point. The UK did in lower their records by 5, However the reason was not bad
record keeping as claimed above. In England the tally included anyone who has tested positive
for COVID and later died, with no cut-off point between positive test and death. While Scotland
only counts deaths that occur within 28 days of a positive test. When my uncle died due to a
pacemaker failure and the hospital listed coronavirus in order to collect their check, this
became obvious. But hey, what do I know. These guys missed a great opportunity, the art of the
followw up question is dead. When Randll said it was on the blog why he got fired by leo, they
should have asked, "for those who don't follow the twit blog, could you recap the events that
led to your being shown the door at twit? Leo's terrible twit is dead long live monsterb and TiT
radio! Fantastic interview with Randal. I also had no idea there was anything on their blog,
especially after having conducted web searches right after it happened. Great to hear from him
again and the things he's working on going forward. At first, they came after me for my show
notes. When that didn't work, they switched to attacking my tiitles. I ignored that as well. And as
a Squirrel who lives in a Magical forrest, I pondered, how should I address this human being???
Why would he ask me about what I thought about Ahuka's show? Ahuka got only one negative
comment on his show and Ahuka called the people who didn't follow his narrative stupid idiots
I'm guessing from the commentary. Study my work Ahuka and you will get more negative
comments over time. I'm a firm believer that if you do, you too can have most of the HPR
audience out for your blood. And I've never understood why humans would care about other
humans not taking some vaccine. It clearly makes no sense and forces me to climb up a tree
sometimes to get awy from Humans. Thank you everyone. I have a stock, from the factor Dell
Mini Never opened it up. The Hard drive is so old, it shows up as wd0!!! But, when I run Fuguita
on it, it shows up as sd0, go figure. Things are slow but not horrible on this laptop. Dell has
been known to switch out hardware on production lines -mid-stream- for all their computers so
it doesn't surprise me one bit you had a different WIFI from mine. I've still got the Original
factory battery also. The Dell Mini 10 is fanless and quiet. I need to look into expanding my
memory, if that's even possible on this model as it was the very first of the Dell Mini 10 series,
the first year they offered the Mini 10 Inspiron. I've always been told the ram is soldered in on
this model and that I was screwed but, I need to open this up and look around. Maybe at least
upgrade my hard drive also and put some fresh CPU paste on the heat sink. It's over 12 years
old now. Still very reliable, and I use it very day. I'm using it now to type your message. Take
care and bye.. I must agree with you that Covid has proven to cause damage to heart, lungs,
and livers and kidneys and even brain damage. I think the part that I didn't understand was your
comment about watching some video's that you admit Doctors would not endorse or watch
Clearly, the medical community is divided on all this stuff. The half which is not siding with the
WHO have been banned from Twitter and Facebook and have had their video's taken off of
Youtube, thus making these corporate entities rulers of the truth. IN fact, they are
unaccountable rulers of the truth. If your a physicist in this world, and you disagree with
Einstein in any way, express a belief in UFO's, or sometimes even show a realism for some of

the things shown in the STAR TREK episodes,,, you are shown the door. There's nothing to
debate over there. But with Covid, it's absolutely NOT cut and dried. There are no definitive
statements from anyone on Covid As you've pointed out, they've already proved some of the
statements made about some of the treatments being talked about have been proven to be
wrong and biased. Part of the blame lies in their bad record keeping. And therefore, just
everybody had Covid damage, even in you had terminal cancer or were hospice before the
entire thing started,,, they file you as a Covid death. Great Britain has recently admitted they
have discovered the same thing happened over there and thus their statistics and record
keeping have been skewed badly. We do not know for sure that , Americans have in fact died
from Covid this year so far. The data on deaths recorded every year in the United States has
varied so widely over the past 50 years, it's truthfully uncertain who many we could attribute
toward Covid More on next buffer. I'm sorry your son got Guillian-Barre syndrome. Of course
that means he is not a candidate to get vaccinated, but that is precisely why it is so important
that people who are physically capable got the vaccine. Because we don't want him to die of
Covid either, and for him it is other people's vaccinations that provide protection. The 6 feet rule
is an approximation based on research into how far virus-laden droplets will move when people
are engaged in normal speech and similar activities. If people are doing something like singing,
or exercising where they are breathing heavily, six feet may be too close. So not all people that
would respond to a survey 'would you take vaccine x yes or no' are stupid. Lastly, why is the US
distance 6 feet and others ie the Netherlands is 1. I wish Ahuka would be less disparaging of
people with different opinions, calling people stupid diminishes what he has to say. What do
you think zen-floater? Thank you very much for the nice review and I'm glad you loved the
show. We worked very hard on it to make it like this :- I worked on the cybersecurity end of the
operation, mostly monitoring for illegal streams. Kind regards, Cedric. Hey Daniel, Great energy
in this podcast. I generally don't like live music. That is not exactly true, I enjoy live recordings
of music. But rarely do I enjoy attending the shows. This episode piqued my interest in
checking out some of the virtual shows. I appreciate your contribution! Thank you for sharing
your experience. I was not meaning to have a Christmas in July episode, that is just the way it
turned out. It was more a matter of letting life get in the way, as the project was finished in mid
December. That and I get nervous about having to short of a show, or not being interesting
enough. I've enjoyed listening to your last two shows. You presented a very clear introduction
to the concept. It's amazing how such an apparently small topic can unfold into something so
complex and interesting. On a tangent, I'm doing exactly this calculation for a project at work,
and this episode showed me a simpler and more easily explained way to do it. The supreme
court ruling only applies to those crimes covered under the Major Crime Act. I don't think
anyone is going to get out of paying taxes in Oklahoma anytime soon. Quite entertaining, is
zen-floater channeling ? I call it quilt logic, pieces sown together that sometimes are beautiful
and sometimes end up as pieces relegated to a bin in the attic. As far as the ruling, the supreme
court ruling only applies to crimes covered under the major crimes act, so all the other
oklahoma not existing anymore doesn't apply. Also, I'm sure people in the UK, including
occupied Ireland, probably don't care about Oklahoma, the reservation or electoral college with
all the real threats to their own sovereignty that exist from the German empire. Keep the shows
coming they are, if nothing else, entertaining. PS editing the show notes is not editing the
content. I suspect all show notes are edited somehow to fit the formatting scheme the admins
use. Very interesting discussion. It made me think a lot about the subject. When I was a kid 's
and 60's tattoos weren't "cool". The society I grew up in working class, Greater London, then
Norfolk was not supportive of them. They were things that people of "lower class" had - or at
least, that was my impression. I have tried to shed as much of this type of attitude and prejudice
as I can, but I still don't find myself wanting a tattoo. I have no problem with anyone else
choosing to have them though, and in some cases I admire the choices they have made. I have
never voiced this opinion to my kids as far as I know , but neither of them were keen on the idea
of having tattoos when I asked! The prospect of making a permanent bad decision about them
was certainly a factor. Thanks for the thought-provoking episode. I got the impression, the show
would be about Devuan while not knowing at the time, what a Devuan might be. After listening I
asked my self, why You did 2 topics under one headline, me not seeing the connection. Im
pretty sure HPR-Folks noticed that too and might not have bothered doing a comment, if each
topic were put in a show of its own. Jan lacking Knowledge of English. Then 'geodesy' is built
from 'ge' pertaining to the Earth and 'daiein' meaning "to divide". Enjoying the series; more
please! Does yours have the same chipset and did you find accelerated drivers for it? Or do you
just use it at the console where it's pretty snappy. But it's a wonderful little unit. Thanks for the
episode! A short devuan review so im allowed to post this here then a full episode of my
opinions on race and american politics. Great model. When posting this show, I added the

shownotes and tags to this episode. The Devuan development team aim to maintain
compatibility with other init systems in the future and not detach Linux from other Unix
systems. HPR is an open platform and it is very troubling to find out that it has been had.
Someone felt the need to troll the platform with political statements backed by doubtful
arguments wrapped in a misleading title. I think you overstated the security aspect of read-only
filesystems. Even if you set it to read-only at the block device level, it won't stop a rootkit or
kernel exploit from writing to the drive. Some USB drives, SD cards, and occasionally hard
drives, claim to support device level read-only mode, but even then, they almost all have
writable firmware that could be maliciously modified by software on the host see BadUSB. Most
of these are advanced attacks that average person will ever have to worry about, but worth
keeping in mind. Read-only root filesystems are mainly meant for resilience against power
failures and simple unprivileged malware, but it's not meant to provide any true security against
sophisticated attacks. You are entitled to your political opinions, but please title your episode
appropriately. I could talk about some of the accuracy of many of your statements, but I don't
believe that this is the proper forum to do so. We do not listen to shows prior to posting, to
ensure hosts are given the freedom of speech. I have therefore updated the shownotes to more
accurately reflect the content discussed. For all listeners, there is 2 minutes of discussion about
Devuan, the remaining 32 are political commentary. I will no longer trust, or listen, to this
contributor. I thought your views were interesting. I was particularly interested in how you
highlighted that CJDNS was going to monetized and Yggdrasil was not or at least yet. I don't
understand how IPFS network finds things or works. Sure it uses a hash, I get that, but the
mechanics of finding the hash, how it determines what pieces of multiple copies it routes back
and how I don't get yet. I think these are coming together. I wish it were faster. I completely
agree with the level of learning with computers today, so much of computer programming is
opaque. Learning today seems to be, "oh i learned i needed to do sudo infront of apt-get,
pip-install blah". Old computers, slackware install disks, forth on microcontrollers is the place
to go to actually learn. Thanks for the show. Good to hear the roads are bad in other places than
northwest ohio! I enjoyed your talk very much, and it has revived my project of creating this
kind of resource to facilitate community with minimal dependence on The Cloud. Thank you. I
hope you can manage to do a follow-up talk with details for community builders that would help
us do the same and build on your experience. I'd also enjoy hearing more about manor. The
co-op style of hosting services also discussed on episode , "Co-op Paradise" is something that
I find very encouraging! From the title and the show coming from operator, I thought this would
be about some cool way to find bugs in code. I was surprised to hear this was about real life
bugs! Good luck operator, I feel your pain. I found it surprising that Ken would call it "the dark
side of teaching maths in HPR" since I disttinctly recall in a community news show, not long
ago Ken himself requested someone to do a show on Fourier or was it Laplace transforms! The
discussion about licenses and contribution agreements was interesting and informative.
Thanks for the show! Thank you for this episode, it's a nice gentle introduction to the topic, I
definitely look forward to future episodes. Glad to hear it! It was not nearly as challenging as I
had expected given the tools on pcpartpicker. The hardest part was actually finding things that
could ship! I had to swap parts on the build here and there via that site before I finally got
everything together but it wasn't awful. Happy building! This guy Seth Kenlon wrote a book that
might be useful to the budding game programmer using the 32bit. I had already found out about
the new pricing scheme from an inside source in the deep web way before my review, and given
the changes and all the red tape usually involved with such things, I knew it was worth putting
that information out there for humankind to behold. And since your assumption of my lineage
was an extra benefit I'm not Italian , I can now leak this cable from the "Fratellanza di
Correzioni" My skin is pretty thick. It's been at least 15 years since I attempted to pick all of the
parts and build my own PC, but after hearing your talk I think I may give it another try. Thank
you for the inspiration. Sorry to say, but I found the sketch not funny at all. Please also work on
your audio balancing. First there was low-volume talk, then suddenly a much louder techno
jingle right before the sketch. I'm glad you liked it. I have one more already uploaded and in the
queue, and I just finished writing a third one. So there is more to come. My wife and I are avid
bird watchers and this year I added taking pictures of them the birds to the mix and I've wanted
to process some of those photos and often thought of the gimp. Looking forward to more
tutorials, if they're half as good as the libre office set they'll be awesome. In this case, the
filesystem is read into memory on boot, then that filesystem is locked down for the duration. No
one can make any changes to the system from that point forward. It could be run in QEMU and
even lock down what drives could be accessed with the dd command as well. This makes any
kind of attack, absolutely impossible. I've been using a Kinesis Advantage for years. Owner of
two and I love them. They've helped with my RSI quite a lot. Couple of notes: the esc and fn

keys are membrane, i'm pretty sure. One can also program the keyboard to beep on all
key-presses which is useful to avoid bottoming out. I agree with your two week skill acquisition
time with the keyboard. Thanks for sharing this one! Really enjoyed this one. Found myself
nodding along in agreement and finishing some of your sentences. Lots of good refresher and
some new tips in here for me. Thanks a ton for submitting this one! Hi Windigo! Thanks for the
link. I'd love to get my old Sheevaplug up and running again, and this looks like the site to help
me do so. I don't actually have a use for it at the moment. It had a USB disk on it and I used to
use it as a Git repo a package called 'Gitosis' I think , and could access it when away from
home. Then it was a "playground" for learning about Bind. Then the disk crashed! Anyway, this
is now on my to-do list. Thank you! Dave, I hope you'll be excited to hear that the Sheevaplug is
still very well supported by Debian. I had one up-and-running with the latest version until very
recently. Hi Dan yes you are quite correct it was indeed the Tefifon, I couldn't remember its
name. It certainly is a very strange device. The one they had at the museum of communication
wasn't in working condition at the time, they were in the process of trying to repair it I hope they
succeeded. I must thank you for bringing this up as I really enjoyed rewatching the YouTube
video link you gave which gives an excellent introduction of the device. The sound quality
seemed surprisingly good. I watched the video while sitting out in the sun in my back garden.
All the best MrX. Hearing Fifty made me miss him again. And I must admit I was surprised to
discover that I appeared in this episode. But good work on the reviews folks. I love this book
and can't wait to listen to this episode. Dave Hitt is amazing and has other stuff to listen to.
While I agree with most of his opinions and information, there have been a few things I
absolutely disagree with him about, but I get to hear a different point of view sometime and.
Thank you for your feedback. If I interpret you correctly I think you may have misunderstood the
spirit of my earlier comment. I was replying to crvs when he mentioned the use of shebangs in
the context of writing awk scripts. I took him to mean that this particular episode had helped to
provide an insight which assisted with his understanding. In my reply I pointed to the series that
b-yeezi and I had done on awk where we'd tried to introduce people to this tool and had made
many many references to the gawk manual along the way of course. There is no contest with
the gawk manual itself, if that is what you were implying. The manual is obviously the most
comprehensive and definitive resource on the utility and the language. The resource which
b-yeezi and I had tried to provide was simply a way into concepts which may have been
daunting and somewhat inaccessible to some. Our role was one of supplementing the manual
itself, not of superseding it in any way. I hope this clarifies any misunderstanding there may
have been. Thanks for this. You are of course perfectly right. I might be accused of being a little
stuck in my ways! I did think of mentioning this in the show but didn't do it because it was a
"snippet" and I didn't want to go into too much detail and make the episode too long. Feel free
to add to the Bash Scripting series yourself. I look forward to hearing a different view from you
in due course. There are actually more than two types of quoting in bash. It might not be as
portable but that shouldn't matter as the episode specifically addresses Bash. In short, YES,
your going to get out there and your going to die. Thank you for sharing. I have now fallen down
a rabbit hole of links to software I didn't know I needed. Thanks for the comments, I will be
covering how I go about dismantling the models, removing paint from the casting and plastic
parts as part of the series. My next episode will be about the basic tools and materials you need
to get started. Looking forward the series! I haven't ever stripped Matchbox cars, but I have
done fair share of miniature stripping. I'm interested on hearing how you handle this as these
models have both metal and plastic parts. I didn't realise skynet was really nvidia. I'm going to
bin my graphics card right now. Thank you so much for this heads-up!!! It's been awhile since I
needed to do Python package management, but thanks to this episode I'm ready next time the
need arises. Thanks for the comment; it's much appreciated. My interest in fountain pens didn't
really develop until I was beyond school age. School had the effect of making me dislike using
them because I was forced to do so. I have been a frequent ballpoint pen user from my
university student days, because it was easier to write rapidly with one when in lectures or
other places where rapid transcription was needed. Quite collectable! Your hand-made journal
sounds wonderful, with the leather cover too! I have never owned anything so good, but I do
have some notebooks that I like so much I have never used them and probably never will! Your
reaction to your journal is perfectly understandable. I'd like to hear more about the pen
collection and the journal if you feel you could make a show about them Thanks for the
comment. I know what you mean; I'm no artist myself. My daughter took art and science at
school and has developed her art skills since then. She always tells me to just keep sketching if
I want to get better at it. That's what she has done to try to get to a place where she can start to
combine her science interests with her art. I guess the message is that you can develop abilities
if you keep trying! Dave, my apologies for the late comment, I had intended to get it in prior to

the community news, but, life happens. I too have always been fascinated by these tools. My
fascination was multiplied by both of my parents working in parallel industries when I was
young. My father worked in an art and drafting supply house, my mother in an office supplies
store. Instead of turning to fountain pens, my disposition is toward ball point pens. While I do
agree that they aren't the greatest writing tools, I have leaned toward advertising pieces and
novelty pens. I have pens in my collection from as early as the s and 60s. Art class in middle
school introduced me to papers and textures and artisan papers. Not by me, I don't have that
level of skill the pages of paper is all hand made from recycled cardboard and denim an the
entire volume is bound in hand tooled leather. It is so nice, I am scared to write in it I'm glad you
enjoyed the show. In having run through it earlier, when Mumble refused to record anything for
me, I obviously gave myself an accidental rehearsal, so maybe the show wasn't as disjointed as
it could have been :- Yes, it's more fun when there are two of us to discuss and banter a bit, so I
prefer the normal setup. Thanks clacke. I think I was confusing "I have learnt this stuff" with "I
know about this stuff" and got a bit muddled! Now I think of it, I was learning about blood
groups more than 50 years ago! One might think so when just looking at how the alleles work.
But that assumes an even distribution of genes. When I moved to Hong Kong I learned that
blood type distribution is not universal. Someone told me my blood type was "unusual". It's
also not as dominant in Sweden as I was led to believe. I appreciate the feedback, tuturto. It is
an interesting medium that my daughter an artist may take up, since she had been sketching
pen drawings lately. Thanks for keeping flag of Hacker Public Radio high up and doing the
community episode all by yourself. Listening to recap of whole previous month worth of
episodes is one of those things that I look forward when a new month starts. Its sad that ahuka
considers his fellow citizen on the other side of the political spectrum his enemies. Also, all
governments, not just russia, sow political discord for their gain, just listen to voice of america
and check out all the cia ops in central and south america. Quit picking on russia as a straw
man. In addition to the archive. I confused myself and created a Nix Python virtualenv which
doesn't work when I thought I was creating an Ubuntu Python virtualenv which actually does
work. Because by telling you that he doesn't know much about Jitsi operat0r has just invited
you or anyone else out there to do a follow up show if you happen to know more. Herd immunity
is wonderful, and it is why vaccination is so important. When we have a vaccine and the most
common estimate I have seen is 18 months on that one , and when we ramp up production and
get it out to over million Americans, we'll be in a much better place. Chloroquine is different
from Hydroxychloroquine, my mistake. There are medicines that can help peoples own immune
system get the through this and many other diseases. Waiting for a vaccine is untenable for us
all, we will all end up in the economic toilet, herd immunity is what we need, lets get going.
These days I probably only listen to about ten percent of episodes. It is probably because I
arrived at a peak, right slap in the middle of the legendary Ahuka Libra Office series exactly
when I needed a leg up doing spreadsheets. And also around that time Klaatu and Dave were
doing a lot more. But at no time have I complained about any episode. My mother used to tell
us, if you can't say anything nice, keep your mouth shut. And nowadays I don't do any podcasts
here because I have become too conscious that there will be listeners who know more about
what I am talking about than I do. But comments like the one criticising Operat0r for starting his
cast by saying he knows little about the subject is not exactly encouraging to others, is it? Why
indeed should anyone listen to an episode of HPR? The only answer I have is because it is of
interest to you. I think of HPR as a party with a bunch of friends, not as a college curriculum. I
listen to the ones I want to listen to, I skip the ones I don't. And I am not in the least bothered to
think that there are people out there who don't want to listen to my shows. I prefer free software
because I like the freedom to do the things I want to do and live the life I want to live. Here's an
excellent podcast discussion of these rather difficult questions. They take a somewhat
hyper-rational approach to the issues, and some people might prefer an emotional perspective,
but even if you disagree with their conclusions at least consider the way they methodically work
through the key points. Economics is about deciding the allocation of precious scarce
resources, and inevitably this must involve a trade-off - very similar to Engineering. What is
happening right now is that the lives and livelihoods of young people are being sliced away for
the benefit of the older demographic. Despite this ethical dilemma, very few of the
commentators are willing to even give the slightest recognition of those being sacrificed. Only
those people who start with the understanding that a trade-off is involved are genuinely
engaging with the problem. I have struggled to find devices on my network in the past, and
eventually resorted to using nmap which I used to use at work years ago. I was not aware of
arp-scan, and have just installed it. It's very much more helpful when searching for that new Pi
just added to the network. To the person moaning about 'having' to listen to, or 'being expected'
to listen to, a podcast about jitsi in which the host first says he doesn't know a lot about jitsi. I

think HPR might not be what you are looking for. And you need to learn where the delete or skip
button is. In the few shows I have done for HPR, I have always been very conscious that there
are, inevitably, people out there who know more than I do about what I am talking about. Why
don't you do a show about something and show us all just how smart you are? As Jitsi seems
to be making the rounds coming out on top as the open source alternative to ZOOM this was
really interesting and made me want to play around with it. Thank you very much. Romans also
used tersorium or xylospongium, which is sea sponge tied on a stick. Those were in communal
use and just rinsed in a bucket of water and vinegar in between of uses. Also, a big portion of
humanity uses hands or rather a hand and water to clean themselves and actually consider
using toilet paper disgusting as it can't clean as well as water can. Different cultures and all
that. I was wondering if I am expected to listen to a podcast if the first minute or so is the
presenter explaining how they don't know much about the what they are about to talk about?
Seems the listeners time isn't being respected. I was thinking about checking out jitsi, so this
was a welcome find in my feed. Thanks for doing this. Its a shame that ahuka takes a decent
look at the pandemic and has to drag his form of left wing politics in to it. Ad hominem attacks
make you feel good but don't add to the strength of your argument. This drug may be useful but
peoples politics are getting in the way of seeing that. Who's rational. Lastly its easy for
pensioners to say stay at home indefinitely, some of us need to go out and work there are many
jobs you can't do from the comfort of your home in your pajamas. Poverty is a bigger killer than
any pandemic. On a more relevant note: I love these minimalist approaches. A friend swears by
Porteus, but that's still MB. Tiny by most standards, but wouldn't fit on your card. I think it's
worth mentioning that while you said it left a few megabytes on your card, the core of Core is a
mere 11 MB. He tried for the longest time to keep it below 10 MB, but had to break the barrier
about 10 years ago. It's still the only distro that fits in an email. Thank you Ken for a forceful and
enlightened rant on the archiving mentality, the evergreen value of much knowledge, and the
need for self-contained show material. I agreed with not only the general sentiment, but
probably with every word said. I'm glad you don't believe in editing things down. I have never
used Tiny Core Linux, but years of listening to Linux Outlaws probably? Its hard to believe a
guy from Indiana would advocate for the elimination of the electoral college. You definitely
would not need to vote if you live in Indiana if there was no electoral college. The US is not a
democracy, its a republic big difference. The primaries and caucus system is a political party
system and should not be confused with how Presidents are elected. One last thing health
insurance is not health care. When you say universal health care your really saying universal
health insurance. You still will have to fight an insurance company with "universal health care".
Send Lawyers, guns and money the sh-- has hit the fan! Oh cool! I have been using XMPP and
Biboumi, but didn't host my own and the hosted ones have not been reliable. I am not a health
care worker, nor do I play one on TV. However I have worked in health care IT for 10 years. The
word of caution I would inject, is in regards to the option of using a bare hand to clean the
affected area. I would say this is a last resort substitute, due to the potential health risks
associated with it. Hepatitis A is spread through fecal matter in food. If one is not supremely
carefully, ie: wash thoroughly more than a minute and then sanitize, you can spread Hep A to
your self and your loved ones very easily. Fortunately, Hep A is not fatal, mostly just
uncomfortable, with a mild fever that passes and diarrhea for up to 30 days or so. Toilet paper
really is an odd invention. I believe there was a time when it was first marketed that the public
thought it vaguely disgusting, and as you suggest, an unnecessary luxury. One plausible
explanation for the surge in toilet paper purchase is that in countries experiencing some form of
lock down, more people work at home hence the demand from toilet paper moves from office
wholesalers to retail shops and the supply chain takes time to adapt. In the mean time shelves
will be empty. There's a ruined Roman bath house near me situated on the Antonine Wall
Scotland. It has a latrine and evidence suggests they used moss to clean regio affectus. Really
great to hear you guys once again! Free culture audiobook reviews live! It wasn't enough
information for me to build my own quantum computer, but I did find it interesting. Looking
forward to episode two. Thanks for this episode, I love hearing how people record shows I
might have to do one of these myself! I'm curious as to why you attenuate the bass and treble
by 6dB? The final episode has a telephone-y feel to it. Would it be possible to get hold of the
original file before it's processed? I've tried out TinyCore a few times over the years, but had no
idea they made a RaspberryPi edition. What a pleasant surprise! They sound like loads of fun!
Please keep the episodes coming. You have a knack for doing episodes that exemplify the
hacker ethos, while being fun and unique! It's fascinating to hear about the "early" Internet and
Internet commerce. Thank you for sharing this history. Thanks for the info Thaj. I didn't know
how to do this, but now I do. I can now be both klaatu and notklaatu on Matrix, and that's pretty
satisfying. Thank you, I'm glad you enjoyed it! I hope I was clear enough and not too rambly. I

didn't go into the monad laws because it was already difficult enough to be somewhat coherent
:. Welcome and thanks for the great first show! You jumped directly to the deep end with a show
about monads and category theory. When I saw it on the queue, I wanted to listen to it
immediately. Instead I sawed it for the morning walk today so I could concentrate to it properly.
To place Serge's ideas in context, it should be pointed out first that he intended that the price
paid on en e-mail would go to the recipient, which is why he said it would be a wash for most
people. As a recovering economist, I do believe that anything that is provided with no charge at
all is likely to be abused, and that is what we are talking about. And it is also worth noting that
Serge's proposal about charging was a way to get around the only other feasible way to control
abuse, which is to sharply limit who can send messages. I can, right now, write a rule that says
anyone not already in my address book cannot successfully send me e-mail. I just delete on
sight any e-mail from someone not in the book. Hi Ahuka, As you know I am enjoying the series.
I don't think that charging for messaging, however small is the answer. It is socially unfair as it
imposes a financial barrier that many may not be able to afford. To quote my mother, "It's not a
lot to have, but it's a lot to want". As soon as you do, you stop been federated, and start been
walled gardens. Not to mention the registration process that would be needed, and then would
need to be taxed, and surely limited to authorized providers, etc etc. I'm glad of the chance to
think about this, so please keep them coming. Hi tuturto Many thanks for the kind words, glad
you enjoyed the episode it certainly had us stumped when it happened. Sorry about that. I
thought the voice sounded familiar, so I had to do some research, and yes, it's the same Chris
from Linux Inlaws. Certainly not any that would matter for a project like this. What command did
you run that produced this error message? To see what tools your Busybox come with you
should run it without options. Busybox is quite configurable so you should check
documentation generated with the same configuration as your target. That web page is either
very outdated or generated from some sample configuration. So to say that I don't know what
tools are available is perhaps a little unfair as I did state in the episode that I'm limiting myself
to busybox builtins. Actually, I wrote the above so I'll leave it there, but I decided to double
check. When I work on a script like this one, I usually do it on my laptop that has all the full
tools on it but I double check against the busybox page to make sure I'm not using a command
or an option to a command that busybox doesn't support. Then I test it on one of the devices. I
asked for a critque so I appreciate the comments! I'm at a loss to explain where I came up with
the triple parentheses for incrementing i. I just tried it on busybox and two seems to work fine
though three does also. Forgot to actually remove the bashism The biggest problem with your
scripting seems to be that you don't really know what tools are available and what options they
have. My recommendation would be for you to just see what comes included with the coreutils
and busybox, you'll find all kinds of wonderful little tools there. In bash my solution to this
would be this single line: paste. I appreciate that you are not using Bash in your script, but
unless you have some strong reason not to I'd advise using it. Often 'sh' is just a restricted form
of Bash! What a fun and wandering conversion from 2 interesting people. Someone should get
these 2 together on a regular basis. Or they should start their own HPR series. Interesting
listening. Glad the episode was helpful. You're right! I found the same thing but forgot to
mention it in either the recording or the show notes. So far all of the streams I listen to work
with the http prefix, though. I seem to recall that command-line VLC cvlc can play streams with
https but I may be wrong. I'm on my phone at the moment and can't verify. I tried to use mpg
with a remote stream and found the following problem on Ubuntu If stream redirects http to
https, your stream should play. If it doesn't, you may be out of luck. For instance, I picked a
random podcast on iTunes and it failed to redirect. On the other hand, using a file from HPR
works just fine. Mine is still working perfectly after about a month, though I had to update the
URL for one of the streams. I love my Pi radio! Thanks for the recommendation of Dark Reader.
It's really great. I just would wish it would work on all the about: pages too. Linux Inlaws? The
successor to Linux Outlaws ? All the listeners for which the closing of Linux Outlaws left a
gaping hole in the podcast landscape? I found all of the World of Commodore episodes you've
submitted to be very enjoyable. I don't have much experience with Commodores or that era of
computing, and hearing what the community is currently able to achieve is fascinating Thanks
for the wonderful series! HPR fund a mumble service where you can directly connect to
Mumble. Thanks for a very good presentation on this exciting protocol. I hope this does get
taken up by major sites. I loved this. I have previously supported a similar effort by Kimiko
Ishizaka to record royalty-free versions of Bach. We need more free culture! What a wonderful
episode for ! I enjoyed this episode on my way to work. Chopin is one of my favorite composers
and hearing his works just stirred my heart with emotion, especially the last two pieces. Thank
you for sharing this with everyone and thank you HPR for a moving episode ! I also appreciate
your comments before and after the presentation. For more information about C64 OS the

official website is c64os. Big Clive takes these things apart for fun and entertainment. I was very
sorry to hear about the passing of your friend and fellow hacker Allison. So good to have you
back on HPR! Pretty neat story. Do you have any more like that? I'm sure others would be
interested in hearing stories like that. Again, welcome back! Your take on podcast
"sponsorships," and the way this episode made me laugh has been the inspiration for many of
my own recordings for HPR, DevRandom, and now The Urandom Podcast. Its been more than
10 years, and I still remember HPR fondly if not clearly. Just the other day I included a feature
when downloading podcast to include in the message how many podcasts were downloaded. I
used a midi keyboard to pull it all together. Anyway thanks for taking the time to comment and
all the best MrX. I guess audio editing is a lot like proof reading text for me. I need to step away
from it for quite a while or else I read right through my mistakes. Reading what I meant, not what
I wrote. When I mention SRV and putting heavy strings on an old tele breaking the nut. They
were a set of 12's. I kept saying 10's. You won't hurt your guitar going from 9's to 10's. But, 9's
to 12's, that is a bit of a jump. BTW, I did end up putting 10's on this tele. I also pulled a bit more
of the relief out of the neck. Then checked the intonation again after. I've been plying the guitar
ever since. I'm not sure how quick I'll be to give it away now. Its playing sweet. Just wanted to
comment that this has been a great series. It's been fun to hear about all the ways that you've
customized your podcast listening experience. At first it sounded like we'd heard it all after you
covered the hardware, but listening to the options you've put in the menus, you've clearly got a
lot more in there! My guess would be that you're not done either. Have always been a fan of
your intro music. Nice show! Your DIY segments remind me that we don't have to accept things
as they are and don't have to be afraid of trying to make them better. Thanks for the great show!
Just wanted to comment that I'm definitely learning a lot from this series. While you've shown
that there is a lot of detail to cover, you have been doling it out in nice measures. Thanks and
keep it up, please! Fantastic first episode. Delivery definitely didn't sound wooden! My editors
have always been very basic and never head the interpreters embedded. I may have been
missing out all this time! So thanks for showing something new to try out! Hey lostinbronx, Just
wanted to let you know that I really enjoyed listening to this series. I'm a long-time RPG player,
but can't say I've ever done a space opera game. Well that land lack of hours in a day. That
included a few of the rule suggestions. I, like you, enjoy systems that get out of the way of the
storytelling. Hey Dave, I've been behind on my listening too. Glad to hear that you liked the
scripts and thanks for the feedback! Thanks for this Paul. A great first show and some
interesting interviews. I never owned a Commodore computer but I worked in a university that
had many of them. I remember visiting one of the engineering departments in the early 's which
had a lab full of Commodore PETs. I was impressed by the way the top of the case, with the
monitor attached, could be lifted up and kept in position - like working on the engine of a car!
This was another based machine, which was very popular in the UK. My workplace ended up
with lots of these too. Looking forward to hearing your further episodes on this subject! Thanks
for a really interesting first episode! I don't have a history with Commodores apart from a
novelty belt buckle with a PET computer on it but this sounds like a fun event and I geek out on
old technology. Thanks for including pictures. Looking forward to more episodes! Hi Beni, I
remember Macsyma, the predecessor of Maxima. Your project sounds very cool, wrangling
Maxima to receive and process algebra. I'm mathematically challenged, but I spent a fair bit of
my working life in IT writing "glue" code to make bits of software talk to one another. This
sounds like quite an undertaking! Good luck with it, Dave. Interesting info. I remember in the
early 90s watching the WWF with my dad. Now I know why they changed the name to WWE! The
panda won the fight. Ken, I know I don't sound so bald-headed on the radio. People are always
surprised by this when we meet F2F. This is looking really good! I wish I'd known about the
affordable torch you're using when I was building mine. It was especially nice to hear your
reaction to learning how to braze weld because as a novice I went through the same series of
emotions, kind of scared at first and completely stoked after a couple successful joints. It's very
empowering to learn something like this, isn't it? Looking forward to the next episode. I did not
know what a the name of a Bolo was. Who is the guy modelling the ties, because he looks
nothing like Jon Kulp in my head. Thanks very much for making and posting this. I massively
enjoyed listening, even if nearly everything about it is and will be out of reach for me for the
foreseeable future. I'm a city creature and nothing resembling brazing is happening in any of my
spaces any time soon. I listened to this on my phone with only the benefit of the title on the
screen and not the show notes. Hi Daniel Many thanks for a great epsiode. I have been dabbling
in numerical analysis in Python for a few weeks. I think this is an area I would like to explore
next. Will check out your YT for sure. Regards Gerry. Great show, Ken. I've been minimally
involved in GPodder. Actually, I was the one that put his original post on the Jupiter
Broadcasting and Ubuntu Podcast telegram channels. I've been looking for a way to contribute

more, and I think this show has provided me an answer data management stuff. I'm already on
the slack channel, so I'll contact them directly. Keep up the good work. That said anyone
planning a episode could add a comment or ping the maillist. I can do that, though it requires
that I have the next one lined up in advance. That's a lot of organization! And, of course, this is
not an exclusive series; anyone can post a review, and do it in any way they like. Hi LnB, Great
episode and great series. Can I ask that you include the link to the next movie in the previous
one as it would be nice to have the ability to play along. Speaking of the Book Club I'm really
glad you found this useful. A fact not widely known in these parts is that I was once a financial
manager, so I think my own experience factored into this. I love that these tutorials are still
useful for people. I never studied business at school or even computing. I guess that I taught
myself the basics of both over the years. I like the nice clean, simple layout of your template and
have presented it along with proposals to business professionals. I even received a comment
from an asset finance manager that they liked how clear the information had been laid out and
presented without "fluff" trying to sugar coat figures. So here I am again grabbing a clean
template for another project. Hi Gabriel, It's been a busy month and I have only just caught up
with this show. I'm amazed by what you have done here. I was running the script while my
family were visiting and could see them checking Reddit and YouTube, etc! I could see my main
router doing its thing, and my secondary router being used mainly as a wireless access point
and Ethernet switch also doing what it does. I had a fairly detailed look at your Bash and Awk
scripts. I shall look further later. As you say, Perl would perhaps be better, but it's great to see
how powerful and lightweight sed and awk can be. Thanks for putting this together. I really
enjoyed this episode. I have been a fan of LISPs for years. I haven't considered playing with
Clojure until you mentioned it, so that's the next plan. Great first episode. TY gerry. I thought
this was a great episode and the reading didn't bother me at all, your enthusiasm for lisps still
came through. Made me want to check into one of them! Interesting ideas. I really enjoyed this
episode and got a bit emotional at the end, which was unexpected. I haven't rewatched all the
movies myself but when I do, and I hope I will with my son at some point, it will be in Machete
Order so named because it was first described on the nomachetejuggling blog. The explanation
why is full of spoilers and you can find it online. In short, it takes the journey of one soul,
reexamines it through the story of another, then joins the stories in a grand finale. It papers over
some of Lucas's worst narrative mistakes and ruins none of the surprises except one. If this
seems silly, then release order. The prequels require original trilogy TOT knowledge to fully
enjoy, and they ruin important surprises in TOT, so episode order is just not the way. Welcome
and thanks for the great first episode. Like you said, lisps are super-powerful languages that are
fun to program with. I feel like lisp is perfect language to write the language you will use to
solve your problem with. When I was coding in lisp for hobby , I often wrote my program in
language I wished I had and then added needed features to language I had with macros. Great
episode on Mastodon and the various instances. BTW, I heard that you noticed the interface
looked like Tweetdeck. This will make the interface much simpler with only the column of the
timeline you've chosen Home, Notifications, Local timeline, or Federated timeline on the list at
the right of the page. The instance I'm on mastodon. Where we publish it we pad it with dot
nospam at-sign nospam dot. Thanks for holding it down solo this month, Ken! And yes I did
think of using a potentiometer instead of a resistor, but this clock's case didn't have much
wiggle room and I wasn't up for anything more challenging. A volume knob for the alarm would
be fantastic, for sure. Can you go into how it works with relation to working as a part time
fire-fighter. How often were you called out? Are there laws obliging companies to give you the
time off? What happens if you get injured - who pays the unemployment benefit WW uitkering?
Can you get fired from your main job? How much do you make as a volunteer fire-fighter? Can
you explain the role of the Junior Fire-fighting teams? For my part, Ken's reading of the opening
info is far, far better than espeak. Then again, a screaming cat would be better. I've brought up
what an incredible turn-off that espeak intro is to new listeners on the email list before, and was
hooted down. But, if you're asking for opinions, well, this is mine. It's quite alien looking
language with odd syntax and explaining it in podcast is pretty hard for me. Markov chains and
other procedural generation methods are close to my heart as I have been tinkering with games
for a long time. I rather try and write algorithm that generates me content and be surprised by
the results than write it by myself and know exactly what to expect. I may be in the minority, but
I love thinking about Markov Chains and other probabilistic algorithms. It is interesting how this
is implemented in Haskell. Comparing it to the same algorithm in Python allowed me to follow
Haskell structure and syntax for the first time. I posted this over at the memorial wall for his
obituary, but it probably bears repeating here. I knew him by his online handle, He was simply a
great, great guy. A fine podcaster, and tireless member of the Hacker Public Radio community,
among others. He offered encouragement by the bucketful, and constructive criticism where

needed. A good soul, and a man of strong character, who displayed loyalty and dependability
each time I spoke with him. I never met the man, but Fifty was my good friend. May he rest well.
Thanks for another top episode, Gabriel. Hey b-yeezi, just wanted to say that I really enjoyed
this one. The topic of data analysis is definitely fascinating. Clearly, from your comments, some
folks don't have data mining or data science in mind when they build applications, but this
episode gives one a very strong notion of why everyone should. Hey, thanks for the feedback.
I'll try to continue to build on the "fundamentals" as the series continues. Hi Jezra. The signal is
bounced between relays mounted on the hilltops and beamed down to villages and farms
below. The "line of sight" problem is resolved by having a few low power sub-relays positioned
around the area at lower elevations. For example, I cannot see my nearest relay from the roof of
my house, but a grain silo on the farm next door can, so I take my signal from a sub-relay
mounted on top of the silo. It works great and, since the ISP is only a small company it must be
quite cheap too. Perhaps one of the WISPs in your area could be persuaded to look into this
approach to expand their customer base. Hi, I really loved to listen too this show and learned a
thing or two. As one of the sponsors of the Okuna previously Openbook kickstarter project I
really look forward to your review of this in one of your shows if you ever find time or interest.
Kind regards, Jeroen Baten. Really enjoyed the episode. I actually have a scheduled task that
runs the "cup all -y" command daily this command sequence upgrades all packages installed
via Chocolatey and accepts all prompts. PSTools is another suite of tools that I can't live
without. Ultimately, one needs to use the tools that work for them, whatever that is. If it's
Windows or macOS, great. If it's Linux or a BSD or something completely different, great. If it's
TempleOS, I'll have to raise an eyebrow, but still, great. Hello Jon, late comment, but I have a
huge lag in listening. One more explanation of the muffled sound when playing back at quarter
speed, is the inherent low path filtering of the process of getting the sound on the reel. Assume,
the original track contains tones in the 10 kHz range, these become 40kHz tones in the sped up
version. When playing the quick version to record them on tape, the player has to correctly
reproduce those high pitched tones and the recorder has to be able to bring those to tape.
Depending on the frequency response of this chain, I expect this to be the bottle neck. When
playing at quarter speed, the highest pitch you will get is only a fourth of the highest frequency
the recorder could handle. Regards, Michael. I want to say that this is a very interesting topic. I
may not understand it all, but there are many people here who would take well to this subject.
Keep it up. Really clever way of doing this. When I saw the headline, my mind started
immediately working through all kinds of algorithms one could use shortening urls. Turns out,
nothing complicated is needed. You've said that you are a volunteer fire fighter. I'm wondering if
most fire firefighters in the Netherlands are volunteers. In the US there are volunteer
departments for sure in rural and small town areas. But most of the medium to larger cities have
fire departments where the fire fighters are employees of the city or county. Thanks for cluing
us in on the source, Timttmy. Jon, these things are a trick. The factory making them might as
well sell a kit with all the parts and make some money on the side. Then again I do like a
challenge. It was a fun project. As someone who's just started working on a general adult
psychiatry ward I really appreciated hearing what it was like on the other side of the curtain. I
will never claim to understand what it's like to have such a condition but I feel like I have a
better idea. One thing we are taught is that patients with schizophrenia are more often scared
than anything else before angry, violent, dangerous, manipulative, whatever negative
preconception you want to put in and your podcast has really confirmed that for me! Thank you
so much for closing the loop on this project. You really left us hanging with part 1 of it. Very
glad to hear that you got it working. I don't think I'm cut out for assembling small electronics.
The "instructions" were exactly like yours, simply a photocopy of the circuit board without any
real instructions. Just walked around the neighbourhood and all four have a parked over it. I
was hoping that the solution to covered hydrants was to crush the cars, but alas. Hi NYbill Glad
to hear you got the trem pedal working. It came from ebay. If anyone wants to try and build one
just search for. I ran out of gas! I got a flat tire! I lost my tux at the cleaners! I locked my keys in
the car! An old friend came in from out of town! Someone stole my car! There was an
earthquake! A terrible flood! Thank you, Ken! Combined with youtube-dl, one can pretty much
acquire every single piece of music one has ever wanted in a single night with this. You've sped
up my workflow considerably. Hi Ahuka, I always enjoy your reports from Penguicon. This one
was great! As to your reflection on the pronunciation of the word "solder" I have a few remarks:
- The word is derived from the Latin "solidare" - to make solid - Yes, the British do generally
pronounce it to rhyme with "colder" and "folder". This seems to make sense given that its form
is very similar. Pronouncing "folder" as "fodder", even in dialect, would be very confusing, for
example. Language is fun! I particularly like the legend on the box which says: "Soft and spiral
wind can welds all chips" Words to live by ;-. I was listening to this with a big smile on my face.

It was great fun to hear you actually create this piece of craftmanship! I'm sitting on edge of my
seat, waiting to have more of this to listen to. Interesting topic and very close to my heart.
Thanks for the feedback Dave, and glad that this installation went more smoothly than the last
one. Next episode is in and I've scripted about half of the one to follow. Bouncing is a key
feature of typical 4-tracks and it would fill a significant gap in my coverage if you talked about
that for us. Loved this show. I had a four track which was a model up from this I think - a
Portasound I got it in or and recorded a lot of music on it and pushed it to its absolute limit by
bouncing tracks. In fact I still have that four track and all the cassettes so I promise herewith to
dig it out from the back of the cupboard and see if it works in an upcoming HPR show. Thanks
Jon, superb stuff! Thanks for the comments,y'all. There's no sheet music as far as I'm aware. I
sat down and wrote out a chord sheet about 10 minutes before I started recording haha! I've
been doing this a long time and it's not a very hard song. It does have one strange chord
progression that I had to think about a couple of times before I figured it out, but otherwise it's
pretty easy. I also ran through the melody a couple of times on the harmonica. It was fun. Maybe
sometime I'll do a proper job of it and make a recording without annoying mess-ups that can
actually be used as the outro music. What a fun episode. Did you determine the HPR melody by
ear, or did you happen to stumble upon some sheet music? Thanks for the shoutout, Ken.
Because of the advanced control systems, there are many control units in a car. The control
units need a way to inform the driver that there is a problem with the system, and therefore all
these different warning symbols exist. But what do all these symbols mean, and what should I
do when one of them appears on my dashboard? Different cars can have slightly different
looking symbols. This list covers general symbols that appear in the most common car models.
This light appears when there is a trouble code stored in your engine control unit. You can do
this by reading the trouble codes. To read the trouble code memory, you have to use an OBD2
scanner. You can either do it at home or let a car workshop check the trouble code memory for
you. If you want to read the trouble codes at home, you need an OBD2 scanner. Some easy fixes
are checking all fuses, checking for any vacuum leaks around the intake , and making sure that
your gas tank cap is tightened correctly. How serious is the check engine light? The check
engine light can signify a lot of different problems with your engine. If the problem is not
serious, you can carry on driving with it but keep in mind that your engine may shut off
essential functions like diesel particle cleaning functions when the engine light is on. Always
check the trouble codes to make sure if you can keep driving with it or not. There could be a
serious problem that could damage your engine if you ignore it in some cases. In most car
models, it says that there is a minor problem with your engine. Check the oil level, transmission
fluid level , brake fluid level, washer level, etc. You should always check that all your lights on
the vehicle are working properly. If all this is right, you have to read the trouble code memory to
figure out the problem. If you want to learn more about this warning light, you could check our
article Service Engine Soon. How serious is the service engine soon light? The service engine
soon light often lit up because of minor engine problems that are safe to drive with. However,
you should read the trouble codes and fix them as fast as possible, but it will not hurt your
engine to drive the closest way to a repair shop. This light should be ON when the ignition is on
but the engine off, but if this light appears when you are idling or driving, it means that the
alternator is not charging your car battery properly , and your vehicle may stop suddenly. To
measure the voltage, you need a Multimeter. You can test a fast and easy trick if you can reach
your alternator by giving it a small hit with a hammer when the car is on idle to see if the light
disappears. If the light fades after the run, it means that the coals in the alternator are worn out,
and they have to be replaced, or in most cases, you will need to replace the whole alternator.
How serious is the battery light? The battery light is red, and when this light is on, there is a
chance that your alternator is not charging, and your car battery will be drained. If your car
battery is getting drained, the car will stop, and you will not start it again without external
power. If the light comes up, drive the shortest way to a safe spot to call for towing of your
vehicle. When this light is on, the ABS function is disabled. The ABS control units use a wheel
sensor at each wheel to check the speed of each wheel. The ABS is made not to lock your
brakes entirely when you panic brake your vehicle. If you want to learn more about this light and
system, you can check out our other article ABS Light. There is a problem with an ABS ring ,
sensor, or the wirings to it in most cases. But to find the right wheel to troubleshoot, you have
to read the trouble codes with an OBD2 scanner. You can also check the fuses for the ABS
control unit. How serious is the ABS light? When the light is on, the whole ABS function is shut
off, and it is not safe to drive with if you are not familiar with it. The light will most likely not
damage any other parts, but it is a traffic security question. If you want to learn more about the
airbag systems, you can check our other articles: Safe to drive with the airbag light on? The
easiest way to fix this is to read the trouble code memory to find the trouble code. You have to

use an OBD2 scanner to read the airbag control system. Note: The cheapest obd2 scanners can
only read the engine control unit; if you want to read the airbag control unit , you may need a
more advanced one or let a workshop read it for you. A common cause for the airbag light is the
connector plug under the driver or passenger seat. If you noticed that the airbag light appeared
when you were moving the seat, it is most likely a bad connection in the connector under the
seat. Take it apart and clean it and erase the trouble code memory. How serious is the airbag
light? When the light is on, your airbag system is out of function, and the airbags will not deploy
in case of an accident. Note that your car may have two washer reservoirs one for the headlight
washer , and you may have to fill up both of them. Check your service manual if there is more
than one reservoir. If you live in a cold country, always make sure that you are using the right
mix of washer fluid and water. It can also be a wiring problem between the sensor and the
dashboard or a faulty dashboard. How serious is the washer fluid light? The washer fluid light is
not very serious about keeping driving with. What will happen is that you may run out of washer
fluid, and you cannot clean your front or rear windshield. It will not damage any other parts if
you keep driving with the light on. You can often find these warning lights together with the
ABS light because the systems are working together and use the same wheel sensors. If you
want to find out more about how to diagnose this warning light, you can check our article
Traction control light. How serious is the traction control light? It will most likely not damage
any further parts if you keep driving with the light on. After you have filled the tire pressure
light, you have to reset the TPMS system. There are several methods to reset the TPMS system
depending on what car you have; some vehicles have to drive for 15 minutes, and some cars
have a button for the reset. It can be a fault like the control unit does not communicate with one
of the sensors. How serious is the TPMS light? If there is a sensor or programming, reset the
problem causing the light to show up; it will not damage your car if you keep driving with the
car. But a showing TPMS light could also mean that you have a flat tire. Check your tire
pressure when the light is on. Some cars have scheduled service for a replacement of the diesel
particle filter Like BMW. If you get this warning light together with the engine light, there is most
likely a faulty sensor to your particle filter. If you are only driving short distances, this light can
light up if a particle filter regeneration was done a long time ago. When you are driving, your car
is making regenerations when the engine is hot, and you drive long distances. If you are only
driving short distances, you may need to connect a diagnostic scanner and do a manual
regeneration. How serious is the particle filter light? If the particle light just showed up, it will
not damage your car if you do not drive too far with it. I recommend checking it at a repair shop
as fast as possible. Some vehicles use load-monitored sensors in the back seat and passenger
seat to see if they are sitting there. If you put a lot of stuff on the seat, you may have to connect
the seat belt to get the light to go off. It could also be a faulty seat sensor or a faulty seat belt
buckle causing this light to stay on. A small tip is to remove the connector for the seat buckle to
see if the light is turning OFF. In some vehicles, it is the opposite; you have to short the two
wires. Always check a wiring diagram for your vehicle before doing these experiments. How
serious is the seatbelt warning light? Even if the light is red, it will not damage your vehicle if
you keep driving with this light on. The coolant level is either low or that the coolant
temperature is too high, and the car is about to overheat. NOTE: The coolant may be boiling,
and you should never open the cap if the engine is hot as it may cause serious injuries. If the
level is low, fill it up and check carefully for any leaks of the coolant. The coolant should not
disappear by itself, and you will either have an internal or external leak of the coolant on your
engine. In some cases, there can be minimal leaks, and it is hard to find them. If the coolant
level is OK, it can be caused by overheating, and it needs properly diagnosing. It can also be a
faulty coolant level sensor that is causing this light to appear. How serious is the coolant
temperature light? When the coolant temperature warning light shows up, you should always
check the coolant level and stop your vehicle as fast as possible. If you keep driving with the
light on, it can cause serious damage to your engine, which may result in an engine
replacement. You can let it cool down and keep driving after a while if you have to drive to the
workshop but always check the temperature gauge. Low oil pressure can cause serious damage
to your engine, and you may have to do a whole engine replacement. If the oil level is OK, you
have to do more diagnostics for your oil pressure problems. If you want to learn how to
diagnose oil pressure properly and get possible symptoms and solutions, check out this article:
Low Oil pressure problems. It does not have to be a low oil pressure problem, and there could
be an oil pressure sensor problem or the wirings to it. How serious is the oil pressure light? You
should never drive with a red oil pressure light. If you keep driving with the light on, and the oil
pressure is low, it may result in major engine damage. In most cases, you have to replace the
whole engine if you drive with low oil pressure. If the oil level is OK and the light is still ON, it
can be a problem with the oil level sensor or the wires to it, and it needs proper troubleshooting.

In some cars, you have to drive for a while to get the oil level updated if the vehicle uses an
electronic oil level measurement. You should always check your oil level when this light
appears. A low oil level is never good to drive with, and it can damage your engine seriously if
the oil pump is pumping air instead of oil caused by a low level. The transmission locks the
gears when you are not pushing the brake to minimize the risk of accident switching to the
Drive or Reverse gear. How serious is the shift lock light? The shift lock light is not a warning
light, and therefore it should be on, and it is not dangerous to drive with. How serious is the fog
indicator light? The fog light indicator should light up when the fog lights are on and are
therefore not dangerous to drive with. How to solve it: Normally, you have to refill your fuel tank
to get this light to turn OFF. If the fuel tank is full and the symbol is still there, there might be a
problem with the fuel level tank sensor or its wirings. It can also be an internal fault in your
instrument cluster. To diagnose this problem, I recommend letting a skilled car electrician take
a look at it. In many cases, the fuel level tank sensor can get stuck inside the tank, and it can
help drive and refill the tank a couple of times. How serious is the fuel level indicator light? If
you keep driving with the light on and your fuel level goes to zero, your vehicle will stop. Make
sure you have fuel in the tank all the time. How to solve it: Normally, this problem will be fixed if
you relock your car a couple of times. This light should turn ON after you turn your ignition ON
for a couple of seconds depending on the car model and then shut off. An immobilizer problem
is recognized by the car starting for seconds and then shutting off. If it starts with the other key,
there might be a problem with one of your car keys. How dangerous is the immobilizer key
symbol for my car? In this case, I recommend towing it to a repair workshop as soon as
possible. You can find this warning light on models with electric power steering. Some use an
electric pressure pump and use the old-style power steering rack, and some have an electric
engine around the steering column. How to solve it: If you find this sign on a car with an electric
power steering pump , you should check the power steering fluid level if possible. If the fluid
level is ok, you have to check the trouble codes for your power steering control system. You
can check the trouble codes with an OBD2 scanner. Remember that the cheap obd2 scanners
can often only read the engine control unit, and you may need a more advanced one to read the
power steering control unit. A common problem with this light is a faulty steering wheel angle
sensor or a defective fuse. How serious is the power steering light? Drive or tow it to a
workshop as soon as possible. The electric power control system works with several different
control units, like the engine, transmission, brake control unit. You can use an OBD2 scanner to
read these trouble codes. How serious is the EPC light? You will often not have any symptoms
with the EPC light on, but in many cases, it comes together with the ABS light, and if the abs
light is on, the abs functions will be shut off. I have been working with cars for 10 years,
specialized in diagnostics and troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of finding
false information on the web while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my content!
There are hundreds of different warning light symbols and signs in modern cars. Contents
show. What to do if a warning symbol appears. Dashboard Warning Symbols List 1. Service
Engine Soon Warning Light. Washer Fluid Level Warning Sign. Seatbelt Unlocked Warning
Symbol. Coolant Temperature Warning Light. Oil Pressure Warning Light. Shift Lock Symbol.
Fog Lights Indicator Symbol. Fuel Level Indicator Light. Type What to do Red Warning Light
Stop your vehicle immediately and tow your car to a car repair shop Yellow Warning Light Drive
your car the closest way to a car repair shop. Search This Site Search. View Cart Checkout. It
streamlines the manufacturing and troubleshooting aspects of electronic modules by housing
the modules into one, central unit instead of each function having its own device. It also
coordinates the operating functions of many non-engine related ancillary items as well as
security features. In certain instances, these items may not operate at all. A malfunctioning BCM
will activate dashboard instrumentation cluster error and warning lights. These lights may flash
off and on if the BCM is not able to read the sensors correctly. Your vehicle performance may
also be affected as the BCM communicates with other control modules in the vehicle. Parasitic
drain is due to components in your vehicle continuing to run after the key is turned off. Some
parasitic drain is normal â€” your battery delivers enough energy to keep things like your clock,
your radio presets and your security alarm operational. Sometimes, parasitic drain exceeds
what is normal, and can cause car battery drain. In many cases, your BCM will alert you to
issues with symptoms, warning lights or both. The key is to heed these warning signs, take
prompt action and seek help. Avoiding these warning signs or delaying taking action could
cause further vehicle damage, or even a system-wide failure. BCM problems can also mask
issues with other modules in your vehicle. In the event your BCM is beyond repair, we maintain
an extensive inventory of new and remanufactured control modules to get you up and running
quickly. Contact us today to learn more about how we can help service your control module
needs. Skip to content info ModuleExperts. Battery Drain Parasitic drain Parasitic drain is due to

components in your vehicle continuing to run after the key is turned off. Your Shopping Cart
will be saved and you'll be given a link. You, or anyone with the link, can use it to retrieve your
Cart at any time. Send Cart in an Email Done! Empty cart. Please add products before saving :.
Then send it to yourself, or a friend, with a link to retrieve it at any time. From Name. Have a look
at this Shopping Cart sent by a friend via Module Experts. Send Cart Email. Your cart email sent
successfully :. Dashboard symbols for the L Sedan. There is a symbols that stays on in my
dashboard and I have no idea what it means. There is no reference to it in my manual. I can take
a good guess at most, but this one is a square with an arrow pointing downward and it seems to
point at a water level. I have checked the fluids in my car and it all seems fine. I would really like
to know what that symbol means. Can anyone help? Re: Dashboard symbols for the L Sedan. I
think that would be low coolant level. Check the carpet on the passenger side for oily wetness.
If it is look for "heater pipe O-rings" threads. If not, look for a coolant leak somewhere under the
hood. If you find it externally, breath happy and fix it. If a V-6 engine, look in your engine oil for
signs of coolant or rising level. If so, very bad. The oil cooler is probably leaking. That is low
coolant. I'd follow born again's advice. If you have an external leak, the V6 is known for a leak
somewhere in the thermostat area -- not sure exactly what the problem was because thankfully
ours was fixed under warranty. BTW, ours had to be fixed twice. It could also be the coolant
overflow bottle has a defective float. I just replaced mine with this problem. CrewCab's Photos.
Low Coolant. Originally Posted by Rick in Hobart. All times are GMT The time now is PM.
Contact Us - SaturnFans. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools.
Dashboard symbols for the L Sedan There is a symbols that stays on in my dashboard and I
have no idea what it means. Find More Posts by slamoya. Re: Dashboard symbols for the L
Sedan Um. Find More Posts by born again. Re: Dashboard symbols for the L Sedan That is low
coolant. Find More Posts by Rick in Hobart. Re: Dashboard symbols for the L Sedan It could
also be the coolant overflow bottle has a defective float. Find More Posts by btrautman. Find
More Posts by CrewCab. Find More Posts by spareribs. Digg del. Posting Rules. Similar
Threads. Dashboard Symbols Question? Loaded ION 3 Sedan vs. Base L sedan. Anyone had a
problem with the low coolant level light coming on at start up? Ive checked the fluid before start
up and its fine right where it should be but almost every morning lately I get the same warning
light. It rarely does it again throughout the rest of the day and the fact that it doesn't stay on and
turns off quickly makes me think maybe its a sticky sensor and i need to remove the reservoir
and rinse the hell out of it to free it up. BTW it only started since the weather has cooled down, I
don't think that would have anything to do with it but????? Anyways any ideas out there other
than what Ive stated??? Re: 03 L low coolant level light on intermitently level is fine. Have you
tried adding a little more to the reservoir so the level is above normal? The sensor in the tank is
very, very picky. Doesn't take much to turn the light on and just the expansion from the engine
heat gets the level above the sensor. Just add a little like fdryer said. Jerry N "Politics is the art
of looking for trouble, finding it, misdiagnosing it and then misapplying the wrong remedies.
Had it at the dealer last night, they said it is most likely a bad sensor in the bottom of the
tank--have to replace the entire assembly--I'm gonna look for one at a wrecking yard. Its been
recommended in the S-series for the same reason and usually corrects the issues. Rinse and
repeat as needed till all the crud is gone. Replace and refill with coolant a little above the fill line.
Check to be sure the connections aren't corroded too. Attached Images coolant reservoir. My
'04 L does the same when the level drop below one-third of the reservoir tank. I just keep
topping off and the problem goes away. I'm not sure if any curd forms so quickly. The wagon
has only 38K miles on it. Well, your situation is a little different. You need to figure out why you
need to keep adding fluid to a closed system. I suspect you have the dreaded oil cooler leak.
Count me amongst the masses with this same issue. Just started a week ago and it exhibits the
same symptoms Coolant level is fine, although I'm only 5, miles from when I'm due for the rad
flash and fill so maybe it can detect whether the fluid is dirty? Or simply that pesky sensor so
many have spoken of. Its just a level sensor and not a way to detect dirty coolant. One way to
test whether your level needs to be topped off a little higher than recommended is to fill the
container above the fill level with water and observe over the next few days. Since you're going
to flush the system it won't hurt to over fill the container and see if the low coolant indicator
stays off. If it does then you'll know when the flush and fill is done to fill above the level mark. It
wouldn't hurt to remove the reservoir container, if its dirty, and rinse it out completely as
suggested before to ensure a non-sticking float when filling up with new coolant. Originally
Posted by fdryer. Dexcool is supposed to be good for 5yrs or , miles. You're paying more for
less. If one were to compare prices on pre-mixed diluted and the equivalent to one gallon of
straight coolant, the pre-mix costs more. The facts I'm impressed with would be the thousands
that have suffered engine damage against millions? Sort of like the squeaky wheel gets all the
attention while all the others quietly go on without a complaint. I'm a good example; recently

replaced original clean Dexcool after 5yrs last year on my L Flushed the system and refilled with
new Dexcool and should be good for another 5yrs. Since I drive less, my replacement interval
would be in 5yrs instead of k miles. If you decide to switch to Prestone or the universal coolant
just perform a normal coolant flush, twice if you like, to rid the system of previous coolant in
preparation of your choice of replacement coolant. Even if coolant were mixed the only caveat
would be to replace this concoction based on the shorter life span of the two coolants. The loss
is the advantage of the longer life of the better coolant. No harm is done as the engine doesn't
know any better and you get to see a new color mix. Theoretically, a closed cooling system
that's never opened and never leaks past any places where coolant would leak from pressure
should never deplete any coolant. The occasional topping off would be from years of use as
evaporation losses eventually results in a low coolant level. Nothing is perfect so topping off
once every three years with less than a pint is about as close to a sealed cooling system as GM
can make. What is oil cooler leak? How to test for it? Is it easy to fix? Uh, oh. I think I may have
the oil cooler leak, too. Can you elaborate on the repair? Is this going to break the bank, per se?
I'm losing coolant a little faster than described here but there are no puddles under the car. Uhh,
aren't you driving a 4cyl SL and not a 3. Your profile says "'99 SL2". This forum and thread is
about V6 engine problems. Oops, you're right. Carry on Originally Posted by wooskie. All times
are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us - SaturnFans. User Name. Remember Me? Mark
Forums Read. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by wooskie. Re: 03 L low coolant level light on
intermitently level is fine Have you tried adding a little more to the reservoir so the level is
above normal? Find More Posts by fdryer. Re: 03 L low coolant level light on intermitently level
is fine The sensor in the tank is very, very picky. Find More Posts by s3nfo. Re: 03 L low coolant
level light on intermitently level is fine my 00' L2 is doing the same thing. Find More Posts by
kevinwheatcroft. Attached Images. Re: 03 L low coolant level light on intermitently level is fine
My '04 L does the same when the level drop below one-third of the reservoir tank. Re: 03 L low
coolant level light on intermitently level is fine Well, your situation is a little different. Re: 03 L
low coolant level light on intermitently level is fine Count me amongst the masses with this
same issue. Find More Posts by cavalier. Re: 03 L low coolant level light on intermitently level is
fine Its just a level sensor and not a way to detect dirty coolant. Re: 03 L low coolant level light
on intermitently level is fine Quote: Originally Posted by fdryer Its just a level sensor and not a
way to detect dirty coolant. Re: 03 L low coolant level light on intermitently level is fine Dexcool
is supposed to be good for 5yrs or , miles. Re: 03 L low coolant level light on intermitently level
is fine What is oil cooler leak? Re: 03 L low coolant level light on intermitently level is fine Uh,
oh. Find More Posts by ShelfLife. Re: 03 L low coolant level light on intermitently level is fine
Uhh, aren't you driving a 4cyl SL and not a 3. Re: 03 L low coolant level light on intermitently
level is fine Oops, you're right. Re: 03 L low coolant level light on intermitently level is fine
Quote: Originally Posted by wooskie Anyone had a problem with the low coolant level light
coming on at start up? Find More Posts by sportytony. Digg del. Posting Rules. Similar Threads.
Coolant light coming on but coolant level is fine. Low coolant light comming on Get help here.
Indicator light means the engine temperature has exceeded normal limits. Check coolant level,
fan operation, radiator cap, coolant leaks. It normally indicates a problem with the battery itself
or the alternator. Indicator light means loss of oil pressure, meaning lubrication is low or lost
completely. Immediately check the oil level and pressure. Indicator light turns on when the
handbrake is on. If it lit continuously, it means that hydraulic pressure has been lost in one side
of the brake system or that the fluid level in the master cylinder is dangerously low due to a leak
somewhere in the brake system. These lights indicate an issue with your car that needs either
an immediate action or checking. Indicator light means the pressure is low in one of your tires.
Indicator light means that the vehicles TCS traction control system has been deactivated.
Indicator light means your steering wheel is locked and can not be moved. To turn off the
steering lock, insert the key into the ignition and turn it to at least the first position while turning
the steering wheel in either direction. Indicator light turns on when the vehicle TCS traction
control system is activated. Indicator light turns on when there is a fault condition in an area of
the vehicle chassis systems such asâ€”the anti-lock ABS brake system, the traction control
TCS system, the electronic suspension system, or the brake hydraulic system. Indicator light
will turn on momentarily if the ignition switch is locked and will need the proper
transponder-equipped key to restart. If the light is visible when the vehicle is on, then it typically
indicates a malfunction in the security system. Indicator light means a fault with the side airbag.
Indicator light means that the Engine Computer has limited engine power output. Indicator light
means that a seat belt has not been secured for a passenger in the vehicle. Indicator light turns
on when a powertrain or AWD fault has been detected. Contact your mechanic as soon as
possible. Indicator light turns on if there is an issue with the power steering system, and will be
disabled until fixed. Indicator light means that oil life has expired. Indicator light usually

accompanied by another warning light and indicates that one or more warning systems have
been detected. Indicator light will turn on when a new message is stored in the information
display. It will be red or amber in color depending on the severity of the message and will
remain on until the cause of the message has been rectified. Indicator light turns on when the
electric parking brake has a malfunction. Indicator light means that a vehicle in front is too
close or is being approached too quickly, or that a stationary obstacle exists in the direction of
travel. Indicator light turns on when there is reduced airflow to the engine. Have the air filter
replaced or inspected. Indicator light means child safety lock is active. Indicator light turns on
whenever the engine is turned on to check the bulb. Indicator light means the catalytic
converter is either overheating or not operating as intended. Indicator light means that the
brake fluid level is low. Indicator light means that the brake pads are worn. Indicator light means
an exterior brake light bulb is defective. Check the operation of all the exterior brake light bulbs.
Indicator light means there may be a malfunction in the ABS system. Indicator light turns on
when there is a malfunction with the 4WD system. Indicator light turns on when the front airbag
is switched off. If this lamp lights up or flashes there is a fault in the airbag or seatbelt system.
Indicator light turns on when there is a fault in the rear spoiler system. Indicator light means
there is a need to contact an authorised repairer. Indicator light means that there is a problem
with the air suspension bags, likely due to a leak or inflation issue. These symbols are usually
blue, green, or yellow in colour. Indicator light means that the vehicles dipped beam is on.
Indicator light means that there is an exterior light on the vehicle that is not functioning
properly. Indicator light turns on if there is an issue detected with the headlight range control
system. Indicator light means front fog lights are turned on. Indicator light means the Auto High
Beam system has switched on high beam headlights. Indicator light will lit when adaptive
headlights are turned on. Indicator light will turn on when the normal headlights are in use.
Indicator light means there is an issue with the sensor system. The wipers and lights will not
function automatically. To avoid future problems with your car it is important to check not just
the warning lights but also the common vehicle lights. Indicator light means that the window
defrost is in operation. Indicator light indicates if the windscreen washer fluid reservoir is nearly
empty. Fill the washer fluid reservoir. Indicator light means that the rear window defrost is in
operation. Indicator light means that the car is running low on fuel and will soon need a refill.
Indicator light means the key is not in the car. Indicator light means that the car hood is not
closed properly. Indicator light means hazard lights are turned on. Indicator light turns on when
one or more doors of the car are not shut properly. Indicator light means that one of the turn
signals left or right has been activated. The advanced feature symbols of your car are
associated with a special and advanced automotive feature. It prompts you if there are potential
issues or if the system is active and operating. Indicator light means the vehicle is detected to
be moving out of its current lane without signalling. Indicator light turns on when the lane assist
system is switched on and road markings can be detected. Indicator light lets you know when
your key fob battery needs to be changed and replaced, so you can continue using the remote.
It could be due to a glitch or worn out key. Indicator light turns on when the system is activated
and helps you maintain a specific speed while driving down a hill. Indicator light turns on when
a potential collision is detected. Indicator light will turn on when the Eco function is activated.
Indicator light means the cruise control system is activated. Indicator light will turn on while the
roof is either opening or closing. If the lamp is lit continuously the roof is not fully opened, or
there is a fault in the system. Indicator light means that the brake hold system is functioning
properly. Indicator light turns on when a vehicle or obstruction is detected in the blind spot.
Indicator light means the windscreen wipers are in operation on Automatic mode. Indicator light
turns on when the AEB system is turned off or when the radar sensor or cover is blocked with
dirt or snow. Indicator light means that the speed limiter function is activated. Indicator light
means that the air flow is distributed between front side window, windscreen and footwell
de-misting vents. One of the common diesel-powered car dashboard light symbols is the glow
plug indicator. If it flashes, an issue has been detected, such as a worn out glow plug. Indicator
light means that the diesel fuel filter is full, and needs to be emptied to avoid engine damage.
Indicator light means that the diesel exhaust fluid reservoir is low on fluid. Indicator light means
you have to fill the tank with more exhaust fluid. Indicator light means either the AdBlue system
is malfunctioning or the system is not filled with the standard liquid. Indicator light means water
in fuel filter has reached maximum capacity. Drain the water from filter. Now what? You must be
worried. First of all, it just pops on. No explanation whatsoever. News Flash: Failing to
acknowledge a flashing light on your dashboard can get you stranded in the middle of nowhere
or stuck on the side of a busy highway. Fact: when the check engine light comes on it spells
bad news. What should you do? Car Warning Light Symbols and Indicators. Engine
Temperature Warning Light Indicator light means the engine temperature has exceeded normal

limits. Oil Pressure Warning Light Indicator light means loss of oil pressure, meaning
lubrication is low or lost completely. Brake Warning Light Indicator light turns on when the
handbrake is on. Transmission Temperature Indicator light means the engine temperature has
exceeded normal limits. Tire Pressure Warning Light Indicator light means the pressure is low
in one of your tires. Steering Wheel Lock Indicator light means your steering wheel is locked
and can not be moved. Service Vehicle Soon Indicator light turns on when there is a fault
condition in an area of the vehicle chassis systems such asâ€”the anti-lock ABS brake system,
the traction control TCS system, the electronic suspension system, or the brake hydraulic
system. Security Alert Indicator light will turn on momentarily if the ignition switch is locked and
will need the proper transponder-equipped key to restart. Side Airbag Indicator light means a
fault with the side airbag. Reduced Power Warning Indicator light means that the Engine
Computer has limited engine power output. Seat Belt Indicator Indicator light means that a seat
belt has not been secured for a passenger in the vehicle. Press Clutch Pedal Indicator to push
the clutch. Power Steering Warning Light Indicator light turns on if there is an issue with the
power steering system, and will be disabled until fixed. Press Brake Pedal Indicator to push the
brake pedal. Parking Brake Light Indicator light means park brake is on. Oil Change Reminder
Indicator light means that oil life has expired. Master Warning Light Indicator light usually
accompanied by another warning light and indicates that one or more warning systems have
been detected. Information Warning Light Indicator light will turn on when a new message is
stored in the information display. Electric Park Brake Indicator light turns on when the electric
parking brake has a malfunction. Distance Warning Indicator light means that a vehicle in front
is too close or is being approached too quickly, or that a stationary obstacle exists in the
direction of travel. Clogged Air Filter Indicator light turns on when there is reduced airflow to
the engine. Child Safety Lock Indicator light means child safety lock is active. Catalytic
Converter Warning Indicator light means the catalytic converter is either overheating or not
operating as intended. Brake Fluid Indicator light means that the brake fluid level is low. Brake
Pad Warning Indicator light means that the brake pads are worn. Brake Lights Warning Indicator
light means an exterior brake light bulb is defective. Airbag Indicator Indicator light turns on
when the front airbag is switched off. Airbag Deactivated Indicator light turns on when there is a
fault in the rear spoiler system. Adaptive Suspension Dampers Indicator light means there is a
need to contact an authorised repairer. Air Suspension Indicator light means that there is a
problem with the air suspension bags, likely due to a leak or inflation issue. Low Beam Indicator
Light Indicator light means that the vehicles dipped beam is on. Lamp Out Indicator light means
that there is an exterior light on the vehicle that is not functioning properly. Headlight Range
Control Indicator light turns on if there is an issue detected with the headlight range control
system. Front Fog Lights Indicator light means front fog lights are turned on. Adaptive Light
System Indicator light will lit when adaptive headlights are turned on. Side Light Indicator
Indicator light will turn on when the normal headlights are in use. Rain and Light Sensor
Indicator light means there is an issue with the sensor system. Common Symbols To avoid
future problems with your car it is important to check not just the warning lights but also the
common vehicle lights. Windshield Defrost Indicator light means that the window defrost is in
operation. Washer Fluid Reminder Indicator light indicates if the windscreen washer fluid
reservoir is nearly empty. Rear Window Defrost Indicator light means that the rear window
defrost is in operation. Low Fuel Level Indicator light means that the car is running low on fuel
and will soon need a refill. Key Not in Vehicle Indicator light means the key is not in the car.
Hazard Lights On Indicator light means hazard lights are turned on. Door Ajar Indicator light
turns on when one or more doors of the car are not shut properly. Advanced Feature Symbols
The advanced feature symbols of your car are associated with a special and advanced
automotive feature. Rear Spoiler Warning Indicator light turns on when there is a fault in the
rear spoiler system. Lane Departure Warning Indicator light means the vehicle is detected to be
moving out of its current lane without signalling. Lane Assist Indicator light turns on when the
lane assist system is switched on and road markings can be detected. Key Fob Battery Low
Indicator light lets you know when your key fob battery needs to be changed and replaced, so
you can continue using the remote. Hill Descent Control Indicator light turns on when the
system is activated and helps you maintain a specific speed while driving down a hill. Forward
Collision Warning Indicator light turns on when a potential collision is detected. Eco Driving
Indicator Indicator light will turn on when the Eco function is activated. Cruise Control Indicator
light means the cruise control system is activated. Convertible Roof Warning Light Indicator
light will turn on while the roof is either opening or closing. Brake Hold Indicator Light Indicator
light means that the brake hold system is functioning properly. Blind Spot Indicator Light
Indicator light turns on when a vehicle or obstruction is detected in the blind spot. Auto
Windscreen Wiping Indicator light means the windscreen wipers are in operation on Automatic

mode. Speed Limiter Indicator light means that the speed limite
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r function is activated. Seat Temperature Indicator light means that the air flow is distributed
between front side window, windscreen and footwell de-misting vents. Diesel-Powered Vehicle
Symbols One of the common diesel-powered car dashboard light symbols is the glow plug
indicator. Fuel Filter Warning Indicator light means that the diesel fuel filter is full, and needs to
be emptied to avoid engine damage. Exhaust Fluid Indicator light means that the diesel exhaust
fluid reservoir is low on fluid. AdBlue Tank is Empty Indicator light means you have to fill the
tank with more exhaust fluid. AdBlue Malfunction Indicator light means either the AdBlue
system is malfunctioning or the system is not filled with the standard liquid. Water Fluid Filter
Warning Indicator light means water in fuel filter has reached maximum capacity. Your
Questions Answered â€” View all. Get in Touch. Check Car Buy Now. Search for:. You have 0
item in cart. View cart. Need an extension cable? Want to go green?

